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Disclaimer: The original version of this document, titled “HowTo: Configuring SSL for Client Authentication 
and Encryption with DOD Common Access Cards (CAC) / PIV Using Microsoft Certificate Store (MCS)”, was 
provided by the Oracle Pre-Sales Engineering Team for educational purposes or to assist with 
development or administration efforts. Its content was generic and aimed primarily at Windows 7 clients. 
That content has been revised and updated by the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Enterprise Operations 
Center to include details specific to Windows 10 and Windows 2012R2 clients and implementation within 
AFNET.  

This document is provided “as is” and is not supported by Oracle or AFRL EOC. There are many factors, 
moving parts, and requirements involved in any system configuration which means that the information 
contained in this document is always subject to change and therefore not guaranteed in any way. 
Everything suggested in this document should be validated through the Oracle Support SR process, Oracle 
Documentation, Government Employees, and the Contracted System Integrators before software and 
hardware acquisitions or doing anything in your Production environment. In addition, it is recommended 
that all changes should be tried in Development or Test environments before doing anything in 
Production. 
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Introduction 
This quick “how to” document highlights configuration steps and parameters to enable PKI authentication 
between the Oracle Database Client for Windows and an Oracle Database. It was written to detail 
configuration parameters for the Oracle Wallet to use the Department of Defense Common Access Card 
(CAC) and U.S. Federal Government PIV cards as an external Hardware Security Module (HSM) with 
Microsoft Certificate Store (MCS) on the Windows 10 operating system. 

Considerations 
SSL/TLS PKI encryption and authentication is stronger, particularly when using DOD-supplied user and 
server certificates, than Oracle’s native encryption option. When looking at any cloud or hybrid cloud 
deployment, or any Oracle database network access that crosses the public Internet, SSL/TLS should be 
given significant consideration in your architecture. Depending on your specific deployment, SSL/TLS 
encryption may also be required by the DISA Oracle Database STIG. 

It is important to note the following items before beginning to configure SSL/TLS PKI encryption and 
authentication for Oracle: 

• SSL/TLS communications must run on a separate network port from normal database 
connections, which may affect requirements for firewall exceptions. 

• SSL/TLS connections can take a bit (sometimes a lot) longer to establish than connections with 
native encryption or without any encryption, as the key exchange process introduces additional 
overhead. 

• When storing wallet data in the MCS, it is not possible to store username and password 
credentials – or any information other than certificates – in the wallet. 

Conventions 
The following text conventions are used in this document: 

Convention Meaning 
[ENCRYPTION_WALLET_PATH] Directory path to the Transparent Data Encryption wallet 
[GRID_HOME] Oracle Grid Infrastructure home directory 
[HOST_ADDRESS] FQDN DNS name or IP address of database server 
[HOST_NAME] Hostname of database server (not FQDN) 
[ORACLE_HOME] Oracle Database home directory 
[PATH_TO_BASE64_CERT_FILE] The directory path to the private server certificate file 
[PATH_TO_CERT_FILE] The directory path a specific certificate file (e.g. a public user cert) 
[PATH_TO_CERT_FILES] The directory path to unzipped DoD Root Certificate files 
[PASSWORD] Wallet password 
[SERVICE_ALIAS] TNS alias for database connection 
[SERVICE_NAME] TNS service name for database instance 
[WALLET_PATH] Directory path to wallet 

  
While the Oracle Wallet can be also created and configured using the Oracle Wallet Manager (OWM), the 
Wallet Manager is often disabled by GPO on Windows clients on AFNET. This document will provide all 
steps using the orapki command line tool, which can perform the same functions from within MS 
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PowerShell. Be sure to copy commands to Notepad before use to avoid accidentally copying Microsoft 
Word characters. 

Environment 
The following software components were tested during the creation of this document: 

• Windows 10 Enterprise (SDC 5.2, 5.3.1) 
• Windows Server 2012R2 (as client) 
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (as server) 
• Oracle Enterprise Linux 7 (as server) 
• Oracle Client x64 12.1.0.2 
• Oracle Instant Client 12.2 

• ActiveClient x64 7.0.2.436 
• TOAD 12.10.0.30 
• SQL*Developer 4.1.5 
• Oracle Server Enterprise Edition 11.2.0.4 
• Oracle Server Enterprise Edition 12.1.0.2 
• Oracle Server Enterprise Edition 12.2.0.1 
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Server Configuration Steps 
This configuration is for a single listener using both TCP and TCPS ports. TCPS uses SSL for authentication 
as well as encryption for the connection. For non-SSL connections using TCP, data in-transit should be 
encrypted using the standard Oracle Advanced Security setup for native encryption.  

Create and Configure the Server Wallet 
1. Create a directory to put the server’s wallet in if one does not already exist (e.g. C:\oracle\wallet 

or /u01/oracle/wallet), then “cd” to that directory.  

$> mkdir [WALLET_PATH] 
$> cd [WALLET_PATH] 

Note: It is assumed for the purposes of this document that all orapki commands are made from 
the wallet directory. 

2. Use orapki to create the initial wallet and give it a strong password. 

$> orapki wallet create -wallet . -auto_login -pwd [PASSWORD] 

3. Generate the certificate signing request for your server. Use the fully qualified domain name of 
the server for [HOST_ADDRESS] (e.g. “hostname.af.mil”). Be sure to include the additional OU, O, 
and C attributes in the distinguished name as shown, or the final certificate created by AF PKI will 
not match the request and you will not be able to import the cert into your wallet. 

$> orapki wallet add -wallet . -dn 
"CN=[HOST_ADDRESS],OU=USAF,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=U.S. Government,C=US" -
keysize 2048 -pwd [PASSWORD] 

4. Export the certificate signing request so that you can submit the request to the Certificate 
Authority to generate the unique server certificate and the certificate trust chain. 

$> orapki wallet export -wallet . -dn 
"CN=[HOST_ADDRESS],OU=USAF,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=U.S. Government,C=US" -
request DoDCertRequest.cert 

5. Submit the certificate request to the Certificate Authority (AF PKI SPO). Because the certificate 
request was generated by Oracle Wallet, you must request a DoD PKI Device Certificate. 
Instructions for acquiring a DoD certificate can be found here (CAC required for access): 

https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-
pki/SitePages/Requesting%20DoD%20PKI%20Device%20Certificates.aspx  

Or here: 

https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/ReferenceDocs/CI-09-03-003-
Requesting_DoD_PKI_Digital_Certificates_v1.5.0.pdf  

6. Download the current DOD Root Certificates, and load them in to your server wallet to establish 
the necessary trust chain for your server certificate and all client certificates. DoD Root 
Certificates can be downloaded here: 

https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/SitePages/Requesting%20DoD%20PKI%20Device%20Certificates.aspx
https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/SitePages/Requesting%20DoD%20PKI%20Device%20Certificates.aspx
https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/ReferenceDocs/CI-09-03-003-Requesting_DoD_PKI_Digital_Certificates_v1.5.0.pdf
https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/ReferenceDocs/CI-09-03-003-Requesting_DoD_PKI_Digital_Certificates_v1.5.0.pdf
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https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-
pki/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/DoD%20PKI%20Trust%20Downloads/Forms/AllItems.aspx  

The simplest method to load the certs in your server wallet is to download the 
DoDCERTS_Base64_NIPR_vX.X.X.zip file under the “Installing DoD PKI Trust for Non-Windows 
machines”. Unzip the file, then load each certificate file individually into your wallet with orapki. 

$> orapki wallet add -wallet . -trusted_cert -cert [PATH_TO_CERT_FILE] 
-pwd [PASSWORD] 

On a Linux system, all of the certs can be loaded with a single command: 

$> find [PATH_TO_CERT_FILES] –name "*.txt" –exec orapki wallet add -
wallet . -trusted_cert -cert {} -pwd [PASSWORD] \; 

7. When the signed server certificate is received, save the base64 certificate as a User cert on the 
Oracle Wallet on the server. 

$> orapki wallet add -wallet . -user_cert -cert [PATH_TO_BASE64_CERT_FILE] -pwd 
[PASSWORD] 

Configure the Server sqlnet.ora File 
If your configuration is for a basic database server installation, your server sqlnet.ora file will be located 
in the [ORACLE_HOME]\network\admin directory. If your configuration includes Oracle RAC or Oracle 
Restart using Grid Infrastructure, a second sqlnet.ora file will be located in the 
[GRID_HOME]\network\admin directory. In this case, both files must be modified to include the same 
AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES, WALLET_LOCATION, and SSL parameters. 

The server sqlnet.ora file should contain the following entries. VALID_NODE checking may have to be 
disabled. 

SQLNET.AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES = (BEQ,TCPS) 
 
# Timeout parameters may need to be adjusted for individual servers 
SQLNET.INBOUND_CONNECT_TIMEOUT = 180 
SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME = 1 
 
# Parameters for native Oracle encryption (if used by non-SSL clients) must 
# be set to "accepted" or "rejected". A setting of "required" will cause  
# SSL connections to fail because Oracle does not allow double encryption. 
SQLNET.ENCRYPTION_SERVER = accepted 
SQLNET.ENCRYPTION_TYPES_SERVER = (AES256, 3DES168) 
SQLNET.CRYPTO_CHECKSUM_SERVER = accepted 
SQLNET.CRYPTO_CHECKSUM_TYPES_SERVER = (SHA1, MD5) 
 
SSL_VERSION=1.0 
 
# Use this parameter to specify the location of the Oracle wallet which 
# contains server and client certificates and credentials 
WALLET_LOCATION = 
   (SOURCE = 
      (METHOD = FILE) 
      (METHOD_DATA = 

https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/DoD%20PKI%20Trust%20Downloads/Forms/AllItems.aspx
https://intelshare.intelink.gov/sites/usaf-pki/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/DoD%20PKI%20Trust%20Downloads/Forms/AllItems.aspx
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         (DIRECTORY = [WALLET_PATH]) 
      ) 
   ) 
 
# Use this parameter to specify the location of the Oracle wallet which 
# contains encryption keys for Transparent Data Encryption. This should be a 
# separate wallet from the credential/certificate wallet. 
ENCRYPTION_WALLET_LOCATION = 
   (SOURCE = 
      (METHOD = FILE) 
      (METHOD_DATA = 
         (DIRECTORY = [ENCRYPTION_WALLET_PATH]) 
      ) 
   ) 
 

Configure the Server listener.ora File 
In this configuration, the listener must listen for both TCP and TCPS protocols, which must use separate 
ports. The default port for TCP services is 1521. The standard port recommended by Oracle for TCPS 
services is 2484. Depending on individual server and system configurations, this may require the addition 
or alteration of firewall exceptions for incoming connections. 

Configure the Server listener.ora File for Database Home 
If your configuration is for a basic database server installation (i.e. not Oracle RAC or Oracle Restart), your 
server listener.ora file will be located in the [ORACLE_HOME]\network\admin directory. 

1. It is safer to shut down the listener first, before making any changes to the file. 

$> lsnrctl stop 

2. In this configuration, the listener.ora file should contain the following entries. It is important that 
the TCP address comes before the TCPS address. 

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = [HOST_NAME])(PORT = 1521)) 
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCPS)(HOST = [HOST_NAME])(PORT = 2484)) 
  
WALLET_LOCATION =  
 (SOURCE=  
  (METHOD=FILE)  
  (METHOD_DATA=  
   (DIRECTORY=[WALLET_LOCATION]) 
  )  
 )  
  
SSL_VERSION=1.0 

3. Once the configuration has been changed, restart the listener and check the status. 

$> lsnrctl start 
$> lsnrctl status 
 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 11.2.0.4.0 - Production on 18-JAN-2018 
11:35:05 
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Copyright (c) 1991, 2013, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=IPC)(KEY=LISTENER))) 
STATUS of the LISTENER 
------------------------ 
Alias                     LISTENER 
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 11.2.0.4.0 - 
Production 
Start Date                16-JAN-2018 15:27:30 
Uptime                    1 days 20 hr. 7 min. 34 sec 
Trace Level               off 
Security                  ON: Local OS Authentication 
SNMP                      OFF 
Listener Parameter File   [ORACLE_HOME]/network/admin/listener.ora 
Listener Log File         [ORACLE_BASE]/diag/tnslsnr/.../log.xml 
Listening Endpoints Summary... 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=LISTENER))) 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcps)(HOST=xx.xx.xx.xx)(PORT=2484))) 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=xx.xx.xx.xx)(PORT=1521))) 

Configure the Server listener.ora File for Grid Infrastructure 
If your configuration is for Oracle RAC or Oracle Restart using Grid Infrastructure, your server listener.ora 
file will be located in the [GRID_HOME]\network\admin directory, and the steps for configuring TCPS 
services are slightly different. 

1. It is safer to shut down the listeners first, before making any changes to the file. 

$> srvctl stop listener 
$> srvctl stop scan_listener 

2. The listener.ora file should contain the following entries. 

WALLET_LOCATION =  
 (SOURCE=  
  (METHOD=FILE)  
  (METHOD_DATA=  
   (DIRECTORY=[WALLET_LOCATION]) 
  )  
 )  
  
SSL_VERSION=1.0 

3. Use srvctl to add the TCPS services to each listener. 

$> srvctl modify listener -p "TCP:1521/TCPS:2484" 
$> srvctl modify scan_listener -p "TCP:1521/TCPS:2484" 

4. Restart each listener and check the status. 

$> srvctl start listener 
$> srvctl start scan_listener 
 
$> srvctl config listener 
Name: LISTENER 
Network: 1, Owner: grid 
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Home: <CRS home> 
End points: TCP:1521/TCPS:2484 
 
$> srvctl config scan_listener 
SCAN Listener LISTENER_SCAN1 exists. Port: TCP:1521/TCPS:2484 
SCAN Listener LISTENER_SCAN2 exists. Port: TCP:1521/TCPS:2484 
SCAN Listener LISTENER_SCAN3 exists. Port: TCP:1521/TCPS:2484 
 
$> lsnrctl status listener 
… 
 
$> lsnrctl status listener_scan1 
… 

5. It may be necessary to restart each database, as well. 
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Client Configuration Steps 
It is assumed that an Oracle Client has already been installed. The client must be at least version 12.1.0.2 
or higher. This configuration will not work on lower versions. Ensure that Oracle Clients are patched as 
patches become available and test them in Development and Test environments before deploying to 
Production. 

Environment 
Ensure that the user can access the client sqlnet.ora file, located either in 
[ORACLE_HOME]\network\admin or in the directory specified in the TNS_ADMIN environment variable. 
A value of “%USERPROFILE%\Oracle\admin” is recommended for the TNS_ADMIN variable. This allows 
the user to place all necessary *.ora files within their own user profile where they have ownership and 
control. It also allows each user of a system to have individual, personalized configurations. 

There is no client Oracle Wallet required to use the DoD Command Access Card when using the Microsoft 
Certificate Store. Hardware and software to enable Windows to read the certificate from the CAC / PIV 
must be installed. AFRL EOC has successfully tested this with ActiveClient. 

Configure the Client sqlnet.ora File 
The client sqlnet.ora file should contain the following entries: 

SQLNET.AUTHENTICATION_SERVICES = (TCPS) 
SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME=1 
 
# Parameters for native Oracle encryption (if used by non-SSL servers) must 
# be set to "accepted" or "rejected". A setting of "required" will cause 
# SSL connections to fail because Oracle does not allow double encryption. 
SQLNET.ENCRYPTION_CLIENT = accepted 
SQLNET.ENCRYPTION_TYPES_CLIENT = (AES256) 
SQLNET.CRYPTO_CHECKSUM_CLIENT = accepted 
SQLNET.CRYPTO_CHECKSUM_TYPES_CLIENT = (SHA1) 
 
# Ensure that the certificate from the server matches DN in tnsnames.ora. 
SSL_SERVER_DN_MATCH = TRUE 
SSL_VERSION = 1.0 
 
WALLET_LOCATION = (SOURCE=(METHOD=MCS)) 

Configure the Client tnsnames.ora File 
The tnsnames.ora file must contain an entry for the TCPS connection to the database on port 2484. The 
SECURITY section should include the distinguished name of the server certificate for validation. 

[SERVICE_ALIAS] = 
  (DESCRIPTION = 
    (ADDRESS_LIST = 
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCPS)(HOST = [HOST_ADDRESS])(PORT = 2484) 
    ) 
    (CONNECT_DATA = (SERVICE_NAME = [SERVICE_NAME])) 
    (SECURITY = (SSL_SERVER_CERT_DN =  
      "CN=[HOST_ADDRESS],OU=USAF,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=U.S. Government,C=US")) 
  ) 
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Public Key Exchange Steps 
If you are using DOD-signed server certificates, you do not need to exchange public keys between clients 
and servers. You will, however, need to get the Distinguished Name (DN) from the user’s public certificate 
key in order to link their database account to the CAC. 

Getting the DN from the User’s Public Key 
A user’s public key can be read from a signed e-mail, or from the Microsoft Certificate Store on your 
workstation if you have previously exchanged signed or encrypted e-mail with the user. 

From MCS: If reading the key from the Microsoft Certificate Store, from the Windows Control Panel open 
Internet Options. Select the “Content” tab and click the “Certificates” button. Then select the client 
certificate you want click “View”. On the “Details” tab, scroll down and select “Subject”.  

       

From E-Mail: If reading from the signature certificate attached to a signed e-mail, click on the certificate 
icon ( ) in the e-mail. Click the “Details…” button, then select the “Signer” certificate and click the “View 
Details…” button. On the Signature window, click “View Certificate…” On the “Details” tab, scroll down 
and select “Subject”. 

          

The Subject field should contain information like the following: 

CN = DOE.JOHN.I.1234567890 
OU = CONTRACTOR 
OU = PKI 
OU = DoD 
O = U.S. Government 
C = US 

To construct the DN, remove spaces around the “=” and place commas between each attribute, like so: 

CN=DOE.JOHN.I.1234567890,OU=CONTRACTOR,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=U.S. Government,C=US 

Note: Do not remove the embedded space in “U.S. Government”. 
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Database Configuration Steps 
Initialization Parameters 
The OS_AUTHENT_PRIFIX parameter must be null, and REMOTE_OS_AUTHENT must be FALSE. 

SQL> alter system set remote_os_authent=false scope=spfile; 
SQL> alter system set os_authent_prefix='' scope=spfile; 

The instance will need to be restarted for these changes to take effect. 

Creating the Database User 
The user within the database must be created specifying the distinguished name (DN) from their public 
key, obtained in the previous section. For example: 

SQL> create user jdoe identified externally as 
'CN=DOE.JOHN.I.1234567890,OU=CONTRACTOR,OU=PKI,OU=DoD,O=U.S. 
Government,C=US'; 

At a minimum the user should be granted the “create session” privilege so that they are able to connect. 

SQL> grant create session to jdoe;  

Note: While users which are identified externally can be granted proxy privileges to connect through to 
other schemas (as in the case of developers accessing an application schema in a test environment), they 
cannot be granted privileges like SYSDBA that require credentials to be stored in the database password 
file.  
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Testing the Connection 
When the server, client, and database user have all been configured, including the exchange of public keys 
between the user and the server as described above, test the ability of the client to connect. 

TNS Ping over TCPS 
First confirm that the client is able to tnsping the alias for the TCPS listener. This will confirm that the 
client wallet is properly accessible by the client, and that SSL encryption between the client and server is 
working. On the Windows client, open a PowerShell window and enter the following: 

PS> tnsping [SERVICE_ALIAS] 

You should be prompted by Windows to select a certificate. Once you select the appropriate ID or PIV 
client certificate from the “Select a Certificate” popup, you should see output like this: 

TNS Ping Utility for 64-bit Windows: Version 12.1.0.2.0 - Production on 17-
JAN-2018 13:47:55 
 
Copyright (c) 1997, 2014, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
 
Used parameter files: 
C:\Oracle\admin\sqlnet.ora 
 
Used TNSNAMES adapter to resolve the alias 
Attempting to contact (DESCRIPTION= (ADDRESS= (PROTOCOL=TCPS) 
(HOST=database1.us.af.mil) (PORT=2484)) (CONNECT_DATA= 
(SERVICE_NAME=tools.us.af.mil))) 
OK (2000 msec) 

Do not be surprised if the response time seems quite large. The elapsed time shown includes the amount 
of time it takes the user to react to the prompt and select a certificate, so it will always be several seconds. 

SQL*Plus 
Next, connect through SQL*Plus as the TCPS authenticated user. This will confirm SSL encryption and user 
authentication to the database. 

PS> sqlplus /@[SERVICE_ALIAS] 
 
SQL*Plus: Release 12.1.0.2.0 Production on Wed Jan 17 13:55:33 2018 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2014, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
 
******************************** WARNING ********************************* 
You are accessing a U.S. Government (USG) Information System (IS) that is 
provided for USG-authorized use only. By using this IS, you agree that you 
have read and consent to the terms in the IS User Agreement. 
 
This User Agreement conforms to the DoD Standard Notice and Consent Banner 
and User Agreement - JTF-GNO CTO 08-008A, May 9, 2008 unless superceded. 
******************************** WARNING ********************************* 
 
Connected to: 
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.2.0.4.0 - 64bit Production 
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With the Partitioning, Real Application Clusters, Automatic Storage 
Management and OLAP options 
 
SQL> 

You should get a SQL prompt. Now confirm that you are connected as the expected user, and that the 
tcps network protocol is being used: 

SQL> show user 
USER is "JDOE" 
 
SQL> select sys_context('userenv','network_protocol') from dual; 
 
SYS_CONTEXT('USERENV','NETWORK_PROTOCOL') 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
tcps 

Configuring Additional Applications 
TOAD 
TOAD can be configured to use certificate authentication (or traditional 
Oracle Wallet authentication) just by entering “EXTERNAL” in the username 
prompt. The password field can be left blank in most cases, or you can enter 
any text you want to as a place filler if the connection dialog requires a value. 

 

SQL Developer 
SQL Developer version 4.1.1 or later is required to work with the TCPS connection.  Preferences settings 
are required in the application that are not available in earlier versions.  The current SQL Developer version 
can be downloaded from the public sector of oracle.com.  Note that the SQL Developer version bundled 
with the Oracle 12.1.0.2.0 client is an earlier version, so a separate SQL Developer download is required 
to obtain the later version. 

SQL Developer by default uses JDBC connections, which do not work with this TCPS client setup.  To 
override this, go to Tools->Preferences->Database->Advanced.  Check the “Use Oracle Client” and “Use 
OCI/Thick driver” boxes, browse for the Oracle Home directory of the Oracle Client, and set the Tnsnames 
directory.  When creating a connection, select Connection Type TNS, then select the network alias of the 
TCPS connection.  Then check the OS Authentication box.  The connection will then not require a 
username/password. 

Oracle Connection Manager and Database Firewall 
The Oracle Connection Manager and Database Firewall (AVDF) products do not support SSL connections. 
SSL clients must be able to connect directly to the database server. If your security plan requires the use 
of either of these products then you must use Oracle native encryption for Connection Manager, or no 
encryption for Database Firewall. 
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